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abstract: Patch occupancy theory predicts that a trade-off between
competition and dispersal should lead to regional coexistence of
competing species. Empirical investigations, however, find local co-
existence of superior and inferior competitors, an outcome that can-
not be explained within the patch occupancy framework because of
the decoupling of local and spatial dynamics. We develop two-patch
metapopulation models that explicitly consider the interaction be-
tween competition and dispersal. We show that a dispersal-compe-
tition trade-off can lead to local coexistence provided the inferior
competitor is superior at colonizing empty patches as well as im-
migrating among occupied patches. Immigration from patches that
the superior competitor cannot colonize rescues the inferior com-
petitor from extinction in patches that both species colonize. Too
much immigration, however, can be detrimental to coexistence.
When competitive asymmetry between species is high, local coex-
istence is possible only if the dispersal rate of the inferior competitor
occurs below a critical threshold. If competing species have com-
parable colonization abilities and the environment is otherwise spa-
tially homogeneous, a superior ability to immigrate among occupied
patches cannot prevent exclusion of the inferior competitor. If, how-
ever, biotic or abiotic factors create spatial heterogeneity in com-
petitive rankings across the landscape, local coexistence can occur
even in the absence of a dispersal-competition trade-off. In fact,
coexistence requires that the dispersal rate of the overall inferior
competitor not exceed a critical threshold. Explicit consideration of
how dispersal modifies local competitive interactions shifts the focus
from the patch occupancy approach with its emphasis on extinction-
colonization dynamics to the realm of source-sink dynamics. The
key to coexistence in this framework is spatial variance in fitness.
Unlike in the patch occupancy framework, high rates of dispersal
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can undermine coexistence, and hence diversity, by reducing spatial
variance in fitness.

Keywords: competition, coexistence, spatial heterogeneity, source-sink
dynamics, immigration, dispersal-competition trade-off.

The issue of how species coexist in patchy environments
is central to both basic and applied ecology. When com-
petition for resources is asymmetric, a life-history trade-
off between competitive and dispersal abilities can lead to
coexistence in a patchy environment (Skellem 1951). This
idea has been formalized in the patch occupancy meta-
population framework (Levins 1969, 1970). The patch oc-
cupancy approach assumes that local competitive inter-
actions occur on a much faster time scale relative to
extinction-colonization dynamics (Cohen 1970; Levins
and Culver 1971; Slatkin 1974; Hastings 1980; Nee and
May 1992; Tilman et al. 1994). For instance, when patches
are colonized by both superior and inferior competitors,
there is rapid exclusion of the inferior species. This restricts
the inferior competitor to patches that the superior com-
petitor cannot colonize. The predicted outcome is regional
coexistence, with the two species occupying mutually ex-
clusive subsets of patches in the metapopulation.

Empirical studies of dispersal-competition trade-offs,
however, reveal a pattern that is at odds with the theoretical
prediction of regional coexistence. For instance, in Lei and
Hanski’s (1998) study of two parasitoid species that attack
the butterfly Melitaea cinxia, the superior competitor (Co-
tesia melitaearum) was absent from some host populations,
but the superior disperser (Hyposoter horticola) was present
in all populations sampled. Another host-parasitoid system
consisting of the harlequin bug (Murgantia histrionica) and
its two egg parasitoids (Trissolcus murgantiae and Ooen-
cyrtus johnsonii) also shows a similar pattern with local
coexistence in some patches and the superior competitor
absent in other patches (Amarasekare 2000a, 2000b).

The mismatch between patch occupancy theory and
data may arise from the separation of time scales inherent
in the patch occupancy framework. The assumption that
local dynamics occur on a faster time scale relative to
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spatial dynamics restricts the role of dispersal to colonizing
empty, or locally extinct, patches. In the absence of any
immigration among occupied patches, dispersal cannot
influence local competitive interactions. This decoupling
of local and spatial dynamics eliminates any possibility of
local coexistence. Empirical observations of local coexis-
tence, however, suggest that dispersal may be sufficiently
rapid to counteract competitive exclusion. In fact, the two
parasitoid species that attack M. cinxia appear to exhibit
a dispersal-competition trade-off most convincingly at the
scale of larval groups within local populations (Lei and
Hanski 1998). Movement between such larval groups is
likely to occur on a time scale comparable to local com-
petitive interactions. The harlequin bug and its two
parasitoids move among populations on a per-
generation basis (Amarasekare 2000a, 2000b). Harrison et
al.’s (1995) study of the insect herbivores of ragwort (Se-
necio jacobea) also demonstrated rapid dispersal of the
cinnabar moth (Tyria jacobeae) and other herbivores (Bo-
tanophila seneciella and Contarina jacobeae) relative to the
time scale of local competition.

These data present a puzzle for theory. Can a dispersal-
competition trade-off lead to local coexistence when com-
petition and dispersal operate on comparable time scales?
Answering this question necessitates a shift in focus from
extinction-colonization dynamics to source-sink dynam-
ics. For instance, the issue now is not whether a superior
ability to colonize empty patches prevents regional exclu-
sion but whether a superior ability to immigrate among
occupied patches prevents local exclusion.

The Model

We use a two-patch model with Lotka-Volterra competitive
dynamics within patches and emigration and immigration
between patches. The dynamics are given by the following
system of equations:

dX X Yi i ip r X 1 � � f � d (X � X ),x i x, i x j i( )dt K Kx, i x, i

dY Y Xi i ip r Y 1 � � f � d (Y � Y ), (1)y i y, i y j i( )dt K Ky, i y, i

i, j p 1, 2, i ( j,

where Xi and Yi are the abundances of each species in
patch i ; fx, i and fy, i are the competition coefficients, and
Kx, i and Ky, i are the carrying capacities for species 1 and
2 in patch i ; rx and ry are the per capita growth rates, and
dx and dy are the per capita emigration rates of species 1
and 2, respectively.

We nondimensionalize equation (1) in order to describe
the system in terms of a minimal set of parameters (Mur-
ray 1993). The following transformations,

X Yi ix p , y p , t p r t,i i xK Kx, i y, i

K Ky, i x, ia p f , a p f ,x, i x, i y, i y, iK Kx, i y, i

K K rx, j y, j yk p , k p , r p ,x yK K rx, i y, i x

d dx y
b p , b p ,x yr rx y

yield the nondimensional system

dxi ( )p x 1 � x � a y �b (k x � x ),i i x, i i x x j idt

dyi ( )p ry 1 � y � a x �rb (k y � y ), (2)i i y, i i y y j idt

i, j p 1, 2, i ( j.

The quantities xi and yi represent the densities of species
1 and 2 in the i th patch scaled by their respective carrying
capacities, and ax, i and ay, i represent the per capita effect
of species 2 on species 1 (and vice versa) scaled by the
ratio of respective carrying capacities. Quantities kx and ky

represent the ratio of carrying capacities in the two patches
for species 1 and 2, respectively, bx and by are the species-
specific emigration rates scaled by their respective growth
rates, r is the ratio of the per capita growth rates of the
two species, and t is a time metric that is a composite of
t and rx , the growth rate of species 1. The dispersal scheme
is such that individuals leaving one patch end up in the
other patch, with no dispersal mortality in transit. This is
equivalent to the island model of dispersal.

We are interested in a life-history trade-off between
competitive and dispersal abilities. We describe such a
trade-off in terms of competition coefficients (the per cap-
ita effect that a given species has on the other) and per
capita dispersal rates. We assume the species and patches
to be otherwise similar (i.e., , ,r p 1 k p k p 1x y

), which means that and .K p K a p f a p fx, i y, i x, i x, i y, i y, i

This leads to the following simplified two-patch system:

dxi ( )p x 1 � x � f y �b (x � x ),i i x, i i x j idt

dyi ( )p y 1 � y � f x �b (y � y ), (3)i i y, i i y j idt

i, j p 1, 2, i ( j.
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In the absence of dispersal ( ), competitiveb p b p 0x y

interactions within each patch lead to three basic outcomes
(Volterra 1926; Lotka 1932): coexistence via niche parti-
tioning ( , ), exclusion via priority effectsf ! 1 f ! 1x, i y, i

( , ), and exclusion via competitive asym-f 1 1 f 1 1x, i y, i

metry ( , , or vice versa). We focus exclusivelyf ! 1 f 1 1x, i y, i

on competitive asymmetry because this is the situation for
which a life-history trade-off is most relevant.

When patches are linked by dispersal, spatial hetero-
geneity becomes an important consideration (Murdoch et
al. 1992; Nisbet et al. 1993). We define spatial heterogeneity
in terms of factors that affect the patch-specific competitive
abilities of the two species fx, i and fy, i . For instance, when

and (or vice versa), the com-f p f ! 1 f p f 1 1x, i x, j y, i y, j

petitive environment is spatially homogeneous and one
species is consistently superior within all patches of the
landscape. When and (e.g., ,f ( f f ( f f ! 1x, i x, j y, i y, j x, i

, , , or vice versa), competitive rank-f 1 1 f 1 1 f ! 1x, j y, i y, j

ings vary over space such that the species that is the su-
perior competitor in some parts of the landscape is the
inferior competitor in the other parts of the landscape.
This type of spatial heterogeneity can arise due to intrinsic
factors such as genetic variability or phenotypic plasticity
in competitive ability (Huel and Huel 1996; Morrison and
Molofsky 1999). It can also arise via extrinsic factors that
affect the species differently. Examples include spatial var-
iation in microclimatic factors, availability of a second,
critical resource (Tilman and Pacala 1993), disturbances
(Connell 1978), and keystone predation (Paine 1966).

We investigate the conditions under which a trade-off
between competition and dispersal can lead to local co-
existence of superior and inferior competitors. We focus
on three specific situations, each motivated by empirical
studies of dispersal-competition trade-offs.

Local Coexistence When the Inferior
Competitor Has a Refuge

The first situation we analyze is motivated by Lei and
Hanski’s (1998) study of the parasitoids of Melitaea cinxia.
Their data show a spatial pattern of local coexistence versus
patches occupied only by the superior disperser (inferior
competitor). Can local coexistence result from a dispersal-
competition trade-off?

We assume that the superior competitor does not move
among occupied patches and is restricted to patch 1. Patch
2 is colonized solely by the inferior competitor and serves
as a refuge from competition for that species. The inferior
competitor also moves between the two patches at a rate
by. This scenario leads to the following version of the
model:

dx1 ( )p x 1 � x � f y ,1 1 x, 1 1dt

dy1 ( )p y 1 � y � f x �b (y � y ), (4)1 1 y, 1 1 y 2 1dt

dy2 ( )p y 1 � y �b (y � y ),2 2 y 1 2dt

with x denoting the abundance of the superior, immobile
competitor and y denoting that of the inferior, mobile
competitor. Note that and .f ! 1 f 1 1x, 1 y, 1

In the absence of dispersal (i.e., ), patch 1 is ab p 0y

sink for the inferior competitor. This is because the su-
perior competitor increases in abundance at the expense
of the inferior competitor, preventing the latter from main-
taining a positive growth rate.

Equation (4) yields four feasible equilibria: first, both
species extinct ( , , 0, 0, 0); second, superior� � �x y y ) p (1 1 2

competitor at carrying capacity (1, 0, 0); third, inferior
competitor at carrying capacity (0, 1, 1); and finally, the
coexistence equilibrium.

Local coexistence of inferior and superior competitors
requires that the inferior competitor be able to invade a
patch when the superior competitor is at carrying capacity
and that the coexistence equilibrium be stable to small
perturbations in the abundance of both species.

We first investigate whether the inferior competitor can
invade when rare in both patches. In appendix A, we show
that invasion will succeed if

(1 � f ) � b (2 � f ) ! 0. (5)y, 1 y y, 1

The inferior competitor can invade when rare under
two situations: if , invasion can occur as long asf ! 2y, 1

, and if , then invasion is possible only asb 1 0 f 1 2y y, 1

long as (fig. 1). Stability analysesb ! (1 � f )/(2 � f )y y, 1 y, 1

(app. A) show that the coexistence equilibrium is stable
when it exists.

The key result is that stable local coexistence of inferior
and superior competitors can occur, but is not guaranteed,
as long as there are patches in the landscape that are col-
onized only by the inferior competitor. Immigration from
such refuge populations rescues the inferior competitor
from exclusion in patches that are colonized by both spe-
cies. Coexistence in the face of competitive asymmetry
depends on both dispersal rates and degree of asymmetry.
When competitive asymmetry in patch 1 is low (e.g.,

and ), coexistence occurs provided thef ! 1 1 ! f ! 2x, 1 y, 1

inferior competitor has a nonzero dispersal rate. When
competitive asymmetry is high (e.g., andf ! 1 f 1x, 1 y, 1

), coexistence occurs only as long as the dispersal rate is2
below a critical threshold. When the dispersal rate exceeds
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Figure 1: Conditions for invasion by the inferior competitor when it has a refuge (eq. [4]). The eigenvalue (b and c as2 1/2e p [b � (b � 4c) ]/21

defined in app. A) is plotted as a function of the competition coefficient (fy, 1) and dispersal rate (by) of the inferior competitor. The surface depicts
the portion of the parameter space where e1 is positive (i.e., the inferior competitor can invade when rare). When , the invasion can occurf ! 2y, 1

as long as . When , invasion is possible only as long as . Note that by is the ratio of per capita emigrationb 1 0 f 1 2 b ! [(1 � f )/(2 � f )]y y, 1 y y, 1 y, 1

to local growth (i.e., means that rate of emigration from the patch exceeds the local growth rate).b 1 1y

this threshold, net emigration from source to sink pop-
ulations causes the source population growth rate to be
negative, and the inferior competitor is excluded from the
entire metapopulation.

Local Coexistence When the Inferior
Competitor Has No Refuge

In Harrison et al.’s (1995) study of the herbivores of rag-
wort, no patches were found that were empty of the su-
perior competitor. This suggests that the superior com-
petitor has a colonization ability comparable to that of the
inferior competitors. Our full two-patch model (eq. [3])
describes the situation where no refuges exist for the in-
ferior competitor and both the superior and inferior com-
petitors are able to move among occupied patches. Now
the issue becomes more challenging: Can a superior ability
to immigrate among occupied patches allow an inferior
competitor to coexist locally with a superior competitor?

We first investigate whether the inferior competitor can
invade when the superior competitor is at carrying capacity

in both patches (i.e., ). In appendix B, we� �x p x p 11 2

show that successful invasion requires , whereI ! 0

I p (1 � f )(1 � f ) � b [(1 � f ) � (1 � f )].y, 1 y, 2 y y, 1 y, 2

(6)

Note that the quantities and are the1 � f 1 � fy, 1 y, 2

initial growth rates of the inferior competitor in patches
1 and 2 in the absence of dispersal (Pacala and Rough-
garden 1982). Thus, the first term of I represents the prod-
uct of the initial growth rates in the two patches and the
second term their sum. The signs of these two quantities
determine whether or not invasion can occur. For example,
if the sum of the initial growth rates is positive and the
product negative, as long as . If both sum andI ! 0 b 1 0y

product are negative, then whether or not dependsI ! 0
on the actual magnitude of by .

We first consider the situation where the competitive
environment is spatially homogeneous. When f px, i

and , species 1 is the su-f p f ! 1 f p f p f 1 1x, j x y, i y, j y

perior competitor across the metapopulation. Then the
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sum of the initial growth rates of the inferior competitor
in the two patches is negative ( ) and the prod-2 � 2f ! 0y

uct positive ( ), which means that2[1 � f ] 1 0 I p (1 �y

. The equilibrium with the superior2f ) � b (2 � 2f ) 1 0y y y

competitor at carrying capacity cannot be invaded by the
inferior competitor. Invasion fails because the superior
competitor increases at the expense of the inferior com-
petitor in both patches, causing the initial growth rate of
the latter to be negative across the metapopulation.

The key result is that when the competitive environment
is spatially homogeneous (i.e., one species is consistently
the superior competitor), and when both species have
comparable colonization abilities such that local refuges
for the inferior competitor do not exist, a superior ability
to migrate among occupied patches is not sufficient to
prevent exclusion of the inferior competitor.

The Role of Spatial Heterogeneity

The above analysis shows that invasion fails in a com-
petitively homogeneous environment because the inferior
competitor has a negative initial growth rate in both
patches. This suggests that invasion may succeed if the
inferior competitor can maintain a positive initial growth
rate in at least one patch. Mathematically, this means that
the product of the initial growth rates in the two patches
should be negative (i.e., ). Since[1 � f ][1 � f ] ! 0y, 1 y, 2

competition is assumed to be asymmetric (i.e., andf ! 1x, i

or vice versa; , 2), the only way this canf 1 1 i p 1y, i

happen is if there is spatial heterogeneity in competitive
rankings such that the superior competitor suffers a dis-
advantage in at least some parts of the landscape (e.g.,

, ; ; ).f ! 1 f 1 1 i, j p 1, 2 i ( jx, i x, j

That inferior competitors can flourish in areas disad-
vantageous to superior competitors (e.g., keystone pre-
dation) is well known (Harper 1961; Paine 1966; Connell
1978; Lubchenco 1978). The novel issue we explore is
whether dispersal from such areas allows the inferior com-
petitor to persist in areas where the superior competitor
itself flourishes. Because competitive rankings vary across
space, the average competitive ability of each species be-
comes an important determinant of invasion and
coexistence.

When the competitive environment is spatially heter-
ogeneous, invasion can occur under three biologically dis-
tinct, and significant, circumstances. The first situation
arises when competition is asymmetric at the scale of a
local population but spatial averages of competition co-
efficients are such that niche partitioning occurs at the
scale of the metapopulation. For instance, let ,f ! 1x, 1

in patch 1 and , in patch 2. Letf 1 1 f 1 1 f ! 1y, 1 x, 2 y, 2

the average competitive coefficients be f p [(f �x, 1x

and . Then, species 1f )/2] ! 1 f p [(f � f )/2] ! 1x, 2 y, 1 y, 2y

is the superior competitor in patch 1 and species 2 is the
superior competitor in patch 2, but neither species is su-
perior in the sense that interspecific competition is weaker
than intraspecific competition when averaged across the
metapopulation. At the metapopulation scale, the two spe-
cies meet the criteria for classical niche partitioning (Vol-
terra 1926; Lotka 1932).

Under global niche partitioning, the sum of the initial
growth rates is positive and the product negative, which
means that as long as . The equilibrium withI ! 0 b 1 0y

the locally superior competitor at carrying capacity (i.e.,
, , , p 1, 1, 0, 0 or 0, 0, 1, 1) can be invaded� � � �x x y y1 2 1 2

by the locally inferior competitor (species 2 or 1, respec-
tively) as long as it has a nonzero dispersal rate ( orb 1 0y

, respectively).b 1 0x

The important point is that as long as competition is
asymmetric locally and niche partitioning occurs globally,
coexistence can occur even in the absence of a dispersal-
competition trade-off. The patch in which the species has
local competitive superiority acts as a source of immigrants
for the patch in which it is locally inferior. Thus, source-
sink dynamics allow each species to maintain small sink
populations in areas of the landscape where it suffers a
competitive disadvantage.

The second situation arises when competition is asym-
metric both locally and globally. For example, species 1 is
the superior competitor in patch 1 ( , ) andf ! 1 f 1 1x, 1 y, 1

species 2 is the superior competitor in patch 2 ( ,f 1 1x, 2

), but now species 1 is the superior competitorf ! 1y, 2

when averaged across the metapopulation ( andf ! 1x

).f 1 1y

The species that is the overall superior competitor can
invade when rare as long as it has a nonzero dispersal rate
(i.e., ). The important issue is whether the overallb 1 0x

inferior competitor can invade when rare. Global asym-
metric competition means both the sum and the product
of initial growth rates are negative. Invasibility now de-
pends on the actual magnitude of by . Solving equation (6)
for by shows that the inferior competitor can invade only
if its dispersal rate is below a critical threshold:

(1 � f )(1 � f )y, 1 y, 2
b ! b p .y critical (1 � f ) � (1 � f )y, 1 y, 2

When competition is asymmetric both locally and glob-
ally, local coexistence does not involve a dispersal-com-
petition trade-off. In fact, local coexistence requires that
the dispersal rate of the overall inferior competitor not
exceed a critical threshold. Once the dispersal rate exceeds
this threshold, the overall inferior competitor cannot in-
crease when rare even when it is competitively superior
in some parts of the landscape.

The critical dispersal threshold depends on spatial het-
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Figure 2: The relationship between spatial variance in competitive ability and the critical dispersal threshold (bc) when competition involves global
asymmetry. The quantities f1 and f2 are the competition coefficients of the overall inferior competitor in patches 1 and 2, respectively. The overall
inferior competitor enjoys a competitive advantage in patch 1 ( ) and suffers a competitive disadvantage in patch 2 ( ). Global asymmetryf ! 1 f 1 11 2

means that (or ) for the inferior competitor. For any given value of f2, bc reaches a maximum when (f � f 1 2 f 1 1 f r 0 lim b p [(1 �1 2 1 f r0 c1

; ) and a minimum when ( ). The larger f2 is the smaller the maximum value of bc and steeperf )/(2 � f )] b 1 0 ⇒ f 1 2 f r 1 lim b p 02 2 c 2 1 f r1 c1

the decline of bc with f1. In biological terms, this means that for any level of the competitive disadvantage suffered by the species in one patch,
the stronger its local competitive advantage in the other patch, the higher the critical dispersal threshold, and hence, the possibility of coexistence.
However, if the competitive disadvantage suffered by the species in one patch is large relative to its competitive advantage in the other patch, the
dispersal threshold is lowered and conditions for coexistence become restrictive.

erogeneity in competitive ability (fig. 2). The stronger the
local competitive advantage to the overall inferior com-
petitor in areas where the overall superior competitor is
disadvantaged (e.g., , ), the largerf 1 1 f K 1 ⇒ f r 1y, i y, j y

the critical dispersal threshold and greater the possibility
of local coexistence. If spatial heterogeneity in the envi-
ronment is insufficient to create a strong local competitive
advantage to the inferior competitor (e.g., ,f 1 1 f ry, i y, j

), then the threshold becomes correspondingly1 ⇒ f 1 1y

small and conditions for coexistence restrictive.
The key to coexistence, therefore, is spatial heterogeneity

in competitive ability. There should be sufficient spatial
variation in the biotic or abiotic environment that the
overall superior competitor suffers a disadvantage in some
parts of the landscape. Immigration from populations
where the overall inferior competitor has a local advantage

prevents its exclusion in areas where it has a local dis-
advantage. In contrast to global niche partitioning, how-
ever, coexistence is possible only as long as the dispersal
rate of the overall inferior competitor is below a critical
threshold. This is because individuals are moving from
regions of the landscape where they are competitively su-
perior and enjoy a positive growth rate (source popula-
tions) to regions where they are competitively inferior and
suffer a negative growth rate (sink populations). If the net
rate of emigration is sufficiently high relative to local re-
production that the growth rate of the source population
becomes negative, the species loses its local competitive
advantage and is excluded from the entire metapopulation.

So far, we have derived conditions for local coexistence
for two situations: global niche partitioning and global
competitive asymmetry. The third situation arises when
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competition is asymmetric locally but a priority effect oc-
curs globally (i.e., species 1 is the superior competitor in
patch 1 [ , ], and species 2 is the superiorf ! 1 f 1 1x, 1 y, 1

competitor in patch 2 [ , ]), but interspecificf 1 1 f ! 1x, 2 y, 2

competition is stronger than intraspecific competition
when averaged across the metapopulation ( andf 1 1x

). Now each species has a critical dispersal thresholdf 1 1y

above which coexistence cannot occur:

(1 � f )(1 � f )•1 •2
b ! b p .• critical (1 � f ) � (1 � f )•1 •2

As with global asymmetry, the magnitude of the dis-
persal threshold depends on spatial heterogeneity in com-
petitive ability (fig. 3). If the two species differ in the degree
of local asymmetry but have the same competitive ability
on average (e.g., , ; ),f ( f f ( f f p f 1 1x, 1 y, 2 x, 2 y, 1 x y

then local coexistence is determined by the dispersal ability
of the species that experiences lower spatial heterogeneity
and hence the lower dispersal threshold (fig. 3). If the
species are sufficiently different that their average com-
petition coefficients are unequal (e.g., , ;f 1 1 f 1 1x y

), then local coexistence is determined by thef ! fx y

dispersal ability of the species with the higher average com-
petition coefficient (lower competitive ability). For in-
stance, if , then , and the dispersalf ! f b ! by xx y critical critical

threshold for species 2 determines the transition from co-
existence to exclusion.

The key to coexistence, again, is spatial heteroge-
neity in competitive ability. When heterogeneity is low
( ), the region of the parameter space where eachf 1 1•

species can invade when rare is small (fig. 3B); when het-
erogeneity is high ( ), this region is correspondinglyf r 1•

larger (fig. 3C). An important difference between global
asymmetry and a global priority effect is that while co-
existence is determined by the dispersal ability of the over-
all inferior competitor in the former, dispersal abilities of
both competing species determine conditions for coexis-
tence in the latter. If both species have dispersal rates that
exceed their respective thresholds, neither species can in-
vade when rare and coexistence is impossible either locally
or regionally.

These results lead to a set of comparative predictions
(table 1). The three situations under which local coexis-
tence can occur in a competitively heterogeneous envi-
ronment can be distinguished by their response to the
transition from low to high dispersal. In the absence of
dispersal, all three situations exhibit global coexistence
with each species flourishing in areas where it has a local
competitive advantage. Under low dispersal, source-sink
dynamics ensure local coexistence in all three cases. High
dispersal, however, elicits qualitatively different dynamical
responses. For instance, when competition involves global

niche partitioning, local coexistence prevails. When com-
petition involves global asymmetry, global exclusion of the
overall inferior competitor results. When competition in-
volves a global priority effect, the outcome is global ex-
clusion of the species with the lower dispersal threshold.

Another key distinction between the three situations is
the relative sensitivity of competing species to a pertur-
bation that increases dispersal between patches. Neither
species is sensitive to such a perturbation under global
niche partitioning, only the inferior competitor is sensitive
under global asymmetry, and both species are sensitive
under a global priority effect. In other words, there are
no constraints on the dispersal abilities when global niche
partitioning occurs, while constraints exist on one or both
species when global asymmetry or priority effects occur.
This suggests that species that experience local competitive
asymmetry but partition niches globally have the highest
likelihood of coexistence, while those that experience
global priority effects have the least.

Discussion

This study was motivated by empirical investigations of
dispersal-competition trade-offs in insect systems. Obser-
vations of local coexistence in these studies are at odds
with the prediction of regional coexistence from patch
occupancy theory. These observations suggest that dis-
persal may be sufficiently rapid to counteract competitive
exclusion, a possibility that cannot be addressed in the
patch occupancy framework because of the decoupling of
local and spatial dynamics. We developed models that ex-
plicitly consider local dynamics in which spatial processes
of emigration and immigration operate on the same time
scale as local competitive interactions. Our objective was
to determine the conditions under which the interaction
between competition and dispersal could lead to local
coexistence.

Our findings provide potential explanations for the pat-
terns seen in several insect systems. For instance, in Lei
and Hanski’s (1998) study of the parasitoids of Melitaea
cinxia, the inferior competitor is found in patches that are
not colonized by the superior competitor, suggesting that
it has a superior colonization ability. The observed pattern
of local coexistence in some patches versus the inferior
competitor by itself in other patches could arise if im-
migration from the latter prevents competitive exclusion
in the former.

In contrast to the butterfly system, however, the two
parasitoids of the harlequin bug have comparable colo-
nization abilities (Amarasekare 2000a). In such a situation,
immigration could counteract competitive exclusion if
there is spatial variance in competitive rankings. However,
one parasitoid species is consistently the superior com-



Figure 3: The relationship between spatial variance in competitive ability and the critical dispersal threshold when competition involves a global
priority effect. A, The three-dimensional parameter space with the critical dispersal threshold for each species as a function of its competitive
coefficients in the two patches. The black surface depicts this relationship for species 2 and the gray surface for species 1. Note that the X-axis goes
from 1 to 0 for species 1. B, C, Two-dimensional slices of the parameter space for and , respectively. Region 1f p f p 3 f p f p 2x, 1 y, 2 x, 1 y, 2

represents the portion of the parameter space where both species can invade when the other species is at carrying capacity. The long-term outcome
is stable coexistence. Region 2 represents the parameter space where species 2 cannot invade when rare, and region 4, where species 1 cannot invade
when rare. The long-term outcome is exclusion of species 2 and 1, respectively. Region 3 represents the parameter space where neither species can
invade when rare. The long-term outcome is global exclusion of the species that exhibits the lower dispersal threshold. When spatial heterogeneity
is low (i.e., local competitive advantage enjoyed by a species in one patch is small relative to the disadvantage it suffers in the other patch), the
region where both species can invade is small and the region where neither species can invade is large (B). When spatial heterogeneity is high, the
region of mutual invasibility increases relative to the region of mutual noninvasibility (C).
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Table 1: Comparative predictions for invasion and local coexistence under different regimes of spatial heterogeneity

Competitive
environment Isolation Low dispersal High dispersal

Local asymmetry, global niche
partitioning Locally inferior competitor

cannot invade
Global coexistence
bx , by p 0

Both species can invade
Local coexistence
bx , by 1 0

Both species can invade
Local coexistence
bx , by 1 0

Local asymmetry,
global asymmetry Locally inferior competitor

cannot invade
Global coexistence
bx , by p 0

Both species can invade
Local coexistence
0 ! by ! bcritical, bx 1 0

Overall inferior
competitor cannot invadea

Global exclusion of inferior competitor
by 1 bcritical, bx 1 0

Local asymmetry, global priority
effect Locally inferior competitor

cannot invade
Global coexistence
bx , by p 0

Both species can invade
Local coexistence
0 ! bx , by ! bcritical

Neither species can invadeb

Global exclusion of species with lower
dispersal threshold

bx , by 1 bcritical

a Transition from low to high dispersal affects inferior competitor only.
b Transition from low to high dispersal affects both species.

petitor all across the landscape, and experimental manip-
ulations of dispersal rates have no effect on patterns of
local coexistence (Amarasekare 2000a, 2000b). This study
exemplifies a situation where lack of spatial variance in
competitive ability precludes coexistence via source-sink
dynamics.

Harrison et al.’s (1995) study of the herbivores of rag-
wort (Senecio jacobea) illustrates how rapid dispersal and
spatial variance in competitive ability may counteract local
exclusion. At the authors’ study site in Silwood Park, As-
cot, Berkshire, United Kingdom, the cinnabar moth (Tyria
jacobeae) is the superior competitor and depresses the
abundances of the flower head-feeding fly Botanophila se-
neciella and the flower galler Contarina jacobeae. However,
local competitive exclusion is not observed even in patches
heavily defoliated by the moth. Cinnabar moths are suf-
ficiently mobile so that no ragwort patches exist that are
empty of the moths. There is, however, spatial variation
in cinnabar moth performance; the moth consistently de-
foliates dense patches of ragwort but performs consistently
less well in patches that are heavily mown or in which the
ragwort is sparsely distributed. The authors suggest that
the patches of sparse ragwort may serve as refuges for B.
seneciella and C. jacobeae. Both species have good dispersal
abilities (B. seneciella is in fact a faster disperser than the
cinnabar moth) and are able to invade areas where ragwort
has been extensively defoliated. This suggests that immi-
gration from patches where the moth performs poorly may
be counteracting competitive exclusion of B. seneciella and
C. jacobeae in patches where defoliation by the moth is
extensive.

While there is certainly a potential for spatial dynamics

to counteract competitive exclusion, we frequently observe
instances of region-wide competitive displacement. The
displacement of the native asexual gecko Lepidodactylus
lugubris by the introduced sexual species Hemidactylus
frenatus in the tropical Pacific (Case et al. 1994; Petren
and Case 1996) and that of Aphytis lingnanensis, a par-
asitoid of the red scale (Aonidiella aurantii), by its congener
Aphytis melinus in southern California (Luck and Podoler
1985; Murdoch et al. 1996) provide some of the more well
studied examples. These observations suggest that, in some
cases at least, spatial processes cannot counteract com-
petitive exclusion because of insufficient spatial variance
in competitive ability. If one species is competitively su-
perior and is sufficiently mobile so that no refuges for the
inferior competitor exist, then all local populations are
essentially sinks for the inferior competitor. Dispersal from
one location to another cannot prevent competitive ex-
clusion. Typically, one would expect such large-scale ex-
clusion to occur when competitive ability is determined
by traits that are fixed within and across populations. For
example, A. melinus gains a competitive advantage over
A. lingnanensis because of a life-history difference; A. mel-
inus is able to obtain female offspring from a smaller-sized
scale than A. lingnanensis (Luck and Podoler 1985). Using
a stage-structured host-parasitoid model, Murdoch et al.
(1996) showed that this subtle difference is sufficient to
explain the rapid displacement of A. lingnanensis from
inland areas of southern California. If, however, the life-
history traits influencing competitive ability are plastic, or
if competitive ability is determined by extrinsic factors that
are either biotic (predators, parasites, and pathogens) or
abiotic (temperature, humidity, and disturbances), then
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spatial variation in these factors could provide conditions
under which source-sink dynamics can lead to local co-
existence. One would expect global niche partitioning to
provide the broadest conditions for coexistence because
this situation imposes no constraints on dispersal ability.
Field measurements required to quantify the nature of the
competitive environment include any measure of fitness
or competitive ability such as growth rates or competitive
coefficients and some measure of dispersal either through
direct mark-recapture experiments or indirectly by using
genetic markers (e.g., Dias 1996).

In our models, the interaction between competition and
dispersal leads to a threshold effect. Levin (1974) docu-
mented a similar phenomenon for competition involving
local priority effects. Since local dynamics themselves in-
volve a threshold phenomenon in Levin’s model, perhaps
it is not surprising that this effect should persist when
local populations are linked by dispersal. However, the
models we have analyzed involve asymmetric competition
that leads to deterministic extinction of inferior compet-
itors in the absence of ameliorating forces. A threshold
effect arises in our models when patches are coupled by
dispersal, but only when competition involves global
asymmetry or a global priority effect. A similar effect has
been observed in some population genetic models as well.
For instance, in Slatkin’s (1994) model of epistatic, direc-
tional selection for complex adaptive traits, fixation of the
adaptive genotype occurs in the absence of gene flow. With
small amounts of gene flow, a stable polymorphism results
with the less adaptive genotypes being maintained in the
population. With large amounts of gene flow, the poly-
morphism disappears and the system reverts to mono-
morphism. The same dynamical phenomenon is observed
in the classical migration-selection models with directional
selection for a recessive allele (Wright 1931, 1969; Hartl
and Clark 1997). A polymorphism arises under small
amounts of gene flow and disappears under large amounts
of gene flow. In contrast, competition-dispersal balance
with global niche partitioning (this study) or migration-
selection balance with directional selection for a dominant
allele (Wright 1931, 1969; Hartl and Clark 1997) do not
lead to threshold phenomena. In these cases, the transition
from weak to strong coupling has no impact on coexistence.

A threshold effect resulting from the interaction between
competition and dispersal has also been observed in a

diffusion model (Pacala and Roughgarden 1982), sug-
gesting that the phenomenon may operate in both patchy
and spatially continuous environments. Pacala and Rough-
garden investigated the role of habitat suitability in the
invasion success of competing species. They modeled hab-
itat suitability in terms of spatially varying carrying ca-
pacities and derived critical dispersal thresholds for a dif-
fusion model as well as a discrete compartment analogue.
They found that invasion could sometimes succeed when
both sides of the environment were unsuitable and that it
could sometimes fail when both sides of the environment
were suitable. The authors attribute this result to the cost
incurred when dispersal interacts directly with local pop-
ulation dynamics (i.e., individuals are moving from areas
of higher to lower fitness). In Pacala and Roughgarden’s
(1982) model, as in ours, dispersal is costly because it is
random. If dispersal were directional or density dependent,
then conclusions about competitive coexistence might be
different from what we have obtained above. In fact, den-
sity-dependent dispersal may be sufficiently nonlinear to
counteract competitive exclusion even in a competitively
homogeneous environment. This possibility remains to be
explored.

In summary, explicit consideration of the interaction
between competition and dispersal takes us away from the
patch occupancy framework with its emphasis on extinc-
tion-colonization dynamics to the realm of source-sink
dynamics. The key to coexistence in this framework is
spatial variance in fitness. Unlike in the patch occupancy
framework where local and spatial dynamics are essentially
decoupled, high rates of dispersal can undermine coex-
istence, and hence diversity, by reducing spatial variance
in fitness.
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APPENDIX A

Invasion and Stability Analyses for the Model with a Refuge for the Inferior Competitor

The Jacobian matrix of equation (4) is given by
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� � �1 � 2x � f y �f x 01 x, 1 1 x, 1 1⎡ ⎤
� � ��f y 1 � 2y �f x � b b .y, 1 1 1 y, 1 1 y y⎢ ⎥

�0 b 1 � 2y � b⎣ ⎦y 2 y

Note that the Jacobian is a tridiagonal, quasi-symmetric matrix (i.e., all nonzero off-diagonal elements andAi, i�1

have the same sign [Wilkinson 1965]). All eigenvalues of a quasi-symmetric matrix are real (see Wilkinson 1965,Ai�1, i

p. 336). This means that the transition from stability to instability involves a zero real root rather than a complex root
with zero real parts. Hence, the system defined by equation (4) does not exhibit oscillatory instability (Gurney and
Nisbet 1998).

The inferior competitor can invade when the superior competitor is at carrying capacity if the dominant eigenvalue
of the Jacobian is positive when evaluated at ( , , 1, 0, 0).� � �x y y ) p (1 1 2

The eigenvalues are �1 and , where and .2 1/2 2[b � (b � 4c) ]/2 b p (1 � f � b ) c p (1 � f � b )(1 � b ) � by, 1 y y, 1 y y y

The equilibrium ( , , 1, 0, 0) is unstable to invasion by the inferior competitor if the eigenvalue� � �x y y ) p ( [b �1 1 2

. This occurs when and leads to the invasion criterion (eq. [5]) in main text.2 1/2(b � 4c) /2] 1 0 c ! 0
The characteristic equation for the Jacobian of equation (4) is:

3 2l � A l � A l � A p 0,1 2 3

where

� � � � �A p �(1 � 2x � f y ) � (1 � 2y � f x � b ) � (1 � 2y � b ),1 1 x, 1 1 1 y, 1 1 y 2 y

� � � � �A p (1 � 2y � f x � b )[(1 � 2x � f y ) � (1 � 2y � b )]2 1 y, 1 1 y 1 x, 1 1 2 y

� � � � � 2� (1 � 2x � f y )(1 � 2y � b ) � f x f y � b ,1 x, 1 1 2 y x, 1 1 y, 1 1 y

and

� � 2 � � � � � � � �A p (1 � 2x � f y )b � f x f y (1 � 2y � b ) � (1 � 2x � f y )(1 � 2y � f x � b )(1 � 2y � b ).3 1 x, 1 1 y x, 1 1 y, 1 1 2 y 1 x, 1 1 1 y, 1 1 y 2 y

We were unable to derive a rigorous proof of local stability of the coexistence equilibrium. As the roots of the
characteristic equation are real, stability is guaranteed if , , and . It is easy to show that A 1 is positive,A 1 0 A 1 0 A 1 01 2 3

so proving stability involves proving positivity of A 2 and A 3 . We obtained a convincing numerical demonstration that
these coefficients are positive by noting that the model has only three parameters (by , fx, 1, and fy, 1) that are related
to the equilibrium conditions by the equations:

� �y (1 � y )2 2
b p ,y � �y � y2 1

�1 � x1
f p ,x, 1 �y1

� � �1 � y y (1 � y )1 2 2
f p � .y, 1 � � �x x y1 1 1

The scaled equilibrium populations are restricted to the range (0, 1), so we divided the unit cube in three-dimensional
( , , ) space into a fine grid (intervals of 0.005 in each variable) and evaluated A2 and A3 for all points ( , ,� � � � �x y y x y1 1 2 1 1

) that yielded , , and . No unstable equilibria were found.�y f ! 1 f 1 1 b 1 02 x, 1 y, 1 y

APPENDIX B

Invasion and Stability Analyses for the Model with No Refuge for the Inferior Competitor

The Jacobian matrix for equation (3) is:
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� � �1 � 2x � f y � b b �f x 01 x, 1 1 x x x, 1 1⎡ ⎤
� � �b 1 � 2x � f y � b 0 �f xx 2 x, 2 2 x x, 2 2 .� � ��f y 0 1 � 2y �f x � b b⎢ ⎥y, 1 1 1 y, 1 1 y y
� � �0 �f y b 1 � 2y � f x � b⎣ ⎦y, 2 2 y 2 y, 2 2 y

The Jacobian is a quasi-symmetric matrix. All eigenvalues are therefore real, and hence the system defined by
equation (3) does not exhibit oscillatory instability (Gurney and Nisbet 1998).

The inferior competitor can invade when rare in both patches if the dominant eigenvalue of the Jacobian is positive
when evaluated at ( , , , 1, 1, 0, 0). The eigenvalues are , , and , where� � � � 2 1/2x x y y ) p ( �1 �1 � 2b [b � (b � 4c) ]/21 2 1 2 y

and . The equilibrium ( , , ,2 � � � �b p (1 � f � b ) � (1 � f � b ) c p (1 � f � b )(1 � f � b ) � b x x y y ) py, 1 y y, 2 y y, 1 y y, 2 y y 1 2 1 2

1, 1, 0, 0) is unstable to invasion by the inferior competitor if the eigenvalue . This leads to2 1/2( [b � (b � 4c) ]/2 1 0
the invasion criterion (eq. [6]) in the main text.

Local stability criteria for the coexistence equilibrium cannot be derived analytically. Numerical explorations over
the parameter range 0, 1), 1, 5), 1, 5), 0, 1), 0, 5), 0, 5) show all fourf p ( f p ( f p ( f p ( b p ( b p (x, 1 y, 1 x, 2 y, 2 x y

eigenvalues to be negative for all positive values of the coexistence equilibrium.
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